
AYRE SPATULA

Only for single use. The reuse of this product may cause infections. Available in two materials:
- High quality wood, with shatterproof consistency and rounded edges to prevent injuries in mucus and tissues.
- Non-toxic plastic (anti-shock polystyrene), with rounded edges to prevent injuries in mucus and tissues.

It has an appropriate mechanical consistency to guarantee the impossibility of breakage during its use. The product is intended to facilitate cervi-
cal sampling by specialised health professionals, and it is intended to be used in appropriate hygienic conditions. In bulk presentation.

The spatula is intended to be used in clinical and hospital environments. The use of the spatula presents no difficulty for the intended users. Not 
suitable for any other applications than its intended use. Do not use if dirt is observed in the spatula. Discard the product if you find any broken 
or chipped spatula. Should not be exerted strong pressure during its use, otherwise the spatula might be broken (which is rather unlikely because 
the strength required to break it is considerable). If it is broken, discard immediately. The spatula does not need special storage conditions. Due 
to the intended use of the product, the end users are health professionals who have biological waste containers, where the used product should 
be discarded and handled as biological waste. The spatulas, once used, must be decontaminated, or treated as contaminated medical waste. It 
is the responsibility of each laboratory to handle, treat and dispose of waste according to the regulations. Unused spatulas can be considered 
non-hazardous products and can be discarded according to this criterion.
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Consult intructions for use on the website www.deltalab.es/eifus

DELTALAB, S.L. 
Plaza de La Verneda 1, Pol. Ind. La Llana,  
08191 Rubí, Barcelona. España/Spain.
deltalab@deltalab.es  -  www.deltalab.es

deltalab.es/eifus

CE marking

In case of a serious incident* related to the product, notify to Deltalab, S.L. as well as the competent authority of the State in which the user is established.
*A “serious incident” is understood as one that entails the death, or serious deterioration of the health of the patient or user or a serious threat to public health.


